EDUCATI
Cross-Dressing
for Success of
Larger Agenda?

Final Regulations
Issued for No
Child Left Behind
WASHINGTON, DC- U.S. Education Secretary Rod Paig.e released final
regulations on Nov. 26 for the No Child
Left Behind Act (NCLB). These regulations put the final touches on the massive education bill signed by President
Bush one year ago.
The regulations cover accountability
( of schools to the state and the states to
the federal government), "adequate
yearly progress" starting points and targets, alternative assessments for children
with serious cognitive disabilities, school
restructuring, and school choice for parents with children in failing schools.
NCLB authorizes unprecedented education spending ($26.5+ billion) including extraordinary resources ($10.4 billion) for the Title I program. If Title I
funded schools fail to make progress in
meeting state-mandated standards, the
government will pour more money and
resources into them.
Many traditional education proponents
and pro-family activists concede that
NCLB does contain a few hard-won positive a&pects, including some protection
for student privacy, constitutionally-approved school prayer, and the Boy Scouts.
NCLB prohibits mandatory national tests,
but the National Assessment of Educa·
tion Progress (NAEP) is now the bellwether for state testing programs.
Some experts assert that NCLB represents the final takeover of American
education by the federal government, a
process that began in 1994 with the passage of the Goals 2000 and School-toWork laws. Sue Ella Deadwyler, education researcher and editor of Georgia Insight, points out that "the Constitution
ofthe United States foavescontrol of edu•
cation to the respective states .... NCLB
is said to be 'voluntary' but uses this
.directive: 'Each state educational agen<:y
that desires to receive funds under this
subsection shall submit an application to
the Secretary. . ." If the state doesn't
comply with the mandates, education
funding will be withheld.
Mrs. Deadwyler notes that adherence
to these standards (the new federal curriculum) will be measured by state tests
that are largely subjective assessments
measuring attitudes and values rather
than objective knowledge.
NCLB 'sfmal regulations are "intended
to guide states on how to meet the requirements of the new law ... " The
U.S: Department ofEducation ''will provide clear requirements, as well as help
the states meet the.solid deadlines in January through May ... "
Thisis top-down control of America's
public schools as envisioned by Marc
Tucker in his 18-page letter to Hilary
Clinton in 1992.
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ST. CHARLES, MO - When Vickie
McMichael found out that her 4 th-grade
daughter's field trip included a crossdressing parent chaperone, she was concerned enough to protest the incident before the school board. The cross-dresser
is reportedly the father of one of the 180
4 th graders from Castlio Elementary
School in the Francis Howell School District who took a field trip to Jefferson
City in late October.
According to the St. Louis Post-Dispatch (12-7-02), Mrs. McMichael is the
mother of four children, all of whom have
attended Castlio. At the school board
meeting on Nov. 21, she presented her
objections to "nine- and l 0-year-olds"
spending 15 hours on the field trip "being
influenced" by a man dressed in women's
support of teaching the controversy were clothing. She added that "it is difficult
practicing scientists, university profesenough" for parents to talk about the birds
sors, a classroom teacher, and medical
and the bees with their children, "much
doctors. "Their testimonies were excel- less to discuss cross-dressing." In the
lent," Mrs. Elsey describes. "Most were absence of a policy on the issue, she astestifying for the first time and were very serted, parents should have been notified
articulate in making their points."
that the cross-dresser would be a chapMrs. Elsey emphasized that the scien- erone so that parents who wished to clo
tific information presented to board mem- so could opt out their children.
bers over the past 11 months was "inParent Patti Hight, whose daughter
tensely educational." She stated that af- also went on the trip, objected to the
ter the final vote, board member Jim school teaching her child about sex and
Turner commented that he had learned
gender issues without her consent. Hight
more about evolution through listening to told the St. Charles Journal (12-8-02):
both sides of the debate than during his "This man put teachers and other chapown educational experience.
erones in the position of answering quesMrs. Elsey and other supporters of tions about a sexual topic. It should be
intelligent design say the most important the parents' responsibility,
not the
victory for Ohio is the intent to require school's, to decide whether to tell their
the presentation of scientific evidence that children about cross-dressing."
conflicts with Darwin's theory of comSchool board member Lisa Naeger
mon descent. "Our next challenge is to agrees. She noted in a written statement
ensure that the Ohio Department of Edu- that "I see this [incident] as a special incation follows through with that intent as terest group pushing the envelope to force
model curriculum and assessment ques- tolerance. In doing so, they take the rights
tions are developed," she asserts. "There away from parents to decide when or
(See Evolution, page 2)
(See Cross Dressing, page 4)

Darwin Demoted in Ohio
New science standards allow debate
COLUMBUS, OH - The Ohio Board
of Education on Dec. 10 voted 17-0 to
give final approval to state science standards that allow the theory of evolution
to be challenged in public schools. The
new standards will permit teachers to
"teach the controversy" and teach students to critically analyze the evidence,
whether in support of "macroevolution"
or not.
As was expected, the instructional
indicator and benchmark language which
the Board amended to the standards in
October by a "vote of intent" remained
unchanged (see Language, page 2).
"There is no prohibition on presenting
scientific evidence that supports the
theory of intelligent design, even though
it isn't mandated," explains Ohio Eagle
Forum President Melanie Elsey. "Local
teachers will be free to include discussion of intelligent design in the classroom."
Due to the evolution controversy,
Ohio's new science standards remained
under consideration for nearly a year.
Many of the witnesses who testified in

The Greenwashingof Geography
WASHINGTON, DC - According to some of them could be sent to fight in
the results of a survey released in No- that country in the event of a war. Alvember by the National Geographic \ 1 1 though 58% of the youth surveyed knew
that the al Qaeda forces were
Society, one in 10 young Ameri- '"- , \ i I/

cans cannot find the United~
based in Afghanistan,just I 7%
States on a blank world map.
.
, ..
. ,.;, could point out that country on
While most (89%) could find
', •.; ·
a world map.
the states of Texas and California on a
At a news conference on Nov. 20,
map of the U.S., only 51% could find National Geographic Society President
New York, and even fewer were able to John Fahey blamed what he called the
locate the seven other states requested in "stunning" survey results on "an apparthe survey. Only three out of four were ent retreat by young people from a global
able to locate the Pacific Ocean.
society." He added that the tragedy of
Other survey findings showed that Sept 11, 200 l "has not changed the insujust one in seven American respondents
larity of our young people."
between the ages of 18 and 24 could find
Others have a different view of why
Iraq on the world map, even though
American students performed so poorly,

charging that their dismal performance is
a direct result of public schools substituting green propaganda for geographical
knowledge and facts. They argue that
teachers are more concerned with telling
pupils what to think about global warming, pollution and the alleged environmental exploitation by humans than they are
in teaching about the geographical location of the world's countries, their topography and culture.
A new study of geography lessons by
Canterbury Christ Church University College in Great Britain supports this explanation. The study found that "teachers
are brainwashing children with a politically correct 'green agenda' while failing
to give them the basic facts of the subject," and that students are graduating
(See Geography, page 4)
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Washington Prep High School i:n
Los Angeles dubbed "out of control." Teachers filed a written complaint with their union in November
charging that some students at Washington are regularly robbed and beaten
while others pack weapons, use
drugs, and have sex in hallways and
restroomso At least seven gangs reportedly operate in the immediate
area of the school, which is located in
one of Los Angeles' s poorest areas between Watts and Inglewood's Hollywood Park Some teachers, parents
and students blame second-year Principal James Noble for failing to discipline marauding students who operate in packso Although Noble has improved test scores, Washington Prep
remains one of the lowest-performing schools in the Los Angeles Unified School District Some parents
blame the neighborhood, trouble-making students' parents, and disruption
inside the school by "outsiders" for
the chaos and mayhemo In response
to the teachers' complaint, school district officials vowed to beef up security while increasing administrative
assistance and the number of parent
volunteerso (latimesocom 11-21-02)
School superintendents'
pay is
soaring. According to the Chicago
Tribune (11-23-02), 26 superintendents in Illinois earned more than
$200,000 last year, an increase of27%
over the last five yearso School districts in the state shelled out a whopping $97.5 million in superintendents'
salaries for the 2001/02 school yearo
According to a report by the New
York Education Department, superintendent salaries in the Empire State
rose 5% in 2002 compared to 2001,
ranging from $71,000 to $225,0000
School superintendent wages are increasing nationwide, reportedly due to
a shrinking pool of educators willing
to take on school districts' top jobso

Nashville,
Tennessee's
Metro
School System unplugs Channel
One. The school district announced
in November that it was canceling its
10-year agreement with Primedia,
Channel One's parent company, to
show 12 minutes of news broadcast(See Briefs, page 3)
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is an 18-month statutory deadline to ap- views," including intelligent designo "Afprove the model curriculum. We are ter more than 20,000 emails, faxes, letworking to get excellent educators on the ters and phone calls from the public, some
curriculum advisory committee!'
of the board members realized the conLoss of Faith
cerns of the overwhelming majority of
How the subject of evolution is treated Ohio citizens that students be provided
in the classroom has repeatedly stirred with a more direct understanding of the
controversy and remains a burning issue challenges to Darwin's theory," Mrso
throughout Americao Last Sept 20, a Elsey relateso "Therefore, board members
group of 28 Georgia scientists issued a did agree to a very significant change in
press release calling for academic free- the standards, removing the barrier to evidom to teach the scientific controversy
dence that has been excluded in past inover Darwinian evolutiono In a letter to structiono"
the Cobb County School Board, which Support for Other Theories
was considering whether
Although many Ohio media
to allow students to hear
outlets supported the teaching
scientific evidence critical
of evolution only, surveys and
of Darwin's theory, the
polls taken during the debate
group urged "careful exconsistently found a majority of
amination of the evidence
the state's residents in favor of
for Darwinian theory" in
the compromise standardso On
the classroom, while also
Sept 9, 2002, a Columbus teleexpressing
skepticism
vision station conducted a webabout the Darwinian claim
poll between its 6 porn. and 11
that "random mutation
p.mo newscasts asking the
and natural selection acquestion "Should Ohio classLogo of Ohio Eagle Forooms teach evolution only, or
count for the complexity
b J, h M. Ko l
rum, y os ua c m ey
oflife!'
should they also teach other
Calling themselves "Georgia Scien- theories [of human origin]?" The results
tists for Academic Freedom," they joined
showed that a whopping 95% of the re132 other scientists nationwide who had spondents preferred other theories to be
signed the same statement. This statement taught along with evolutiono Tirree months
was originally issued in the fall of 200 l earlier, a survey by the Cleveland Plain
as "A Scientific Dissent from Darwin- Dealer found that 82% of Ohioans opism" by more than 100 scientists from pose the teaching of evolution onlyo
across the countryo
Melanie Elsey points out that the Ohio
According to many observers, a loss Board of Education "was not comprised
of faith in Darwin's theory has spread of a majority of members willing to coraround the globe, and major international rect numerous instructional and assesssymposiums on intelligent design have ment objectives which were rooted in
been held at such prestigious universities
evolutionary biaso" However, due to a hisas Yale and BayloL A group of 60 Ohio toric outpouring of concern from the
scientists, most from Ohio State Univer- general public and established scientists
sity-Columbus, reportedly issued a state- in the state, "a strong core of board memment last year in support of teaching in- bers worked to open the door to discustelligent designo
sion of the controversy regarding biologiIn 1999, the Kansas Board of Educa- cal macroevolution and to require instruction voted to give public schools and tion consistent with the evolutionary viewteachers the option of whether or not to point alongside scientific evidence that
teach evolutiono Darwin devotees and the would refute it"
media went into a frenzy, creating headThe Ohio board's decision was wellines worldwide that Kansas schools had come news for many who battle Darwin's
been taken over by religious zealots and stranglehold on biology instructiono
that science had been thrown out the win- Stephen Meyers, director of the Center
dowo Three of the board members were for Science and Culture at the Seattledefeated in the next election and Darwin- based Discovery Institute, an organizaian dogma was promptly required by the tion that promotes free debate on the evoschoolso
lution issue, stated: "The new language is
In contrast, Ohio's new standards do a clear victory for students, parents, and
require the teaching of evolution but open scientists in Ohio . 0 0 Darwin's dike is
the door to "the full range of scientific finally breaking downo"
"
0

Ohio's New Evulution Language
Here is the language appearing
Ohio science standards as
approved by the state
Board of Education on
Dec. 10, 2002:
Life Science indicator, grade 10, #23:
"Describe how scientists continue to investigate and critically analyze aspects
of evolutionary theory.. (The intent of
indicator does not mandate the
teaching or testing of intelligent design.)"

Life Science benchmark, grade 10, H:
"Describe a foundation ofbiologicalevolution as the change in gene frequency
ofa population overtime. Explainthe historical and current scientific developments, mechanisms and processes of
biological evolutiono Describe how scientists continue to investigate and critically analyze aspects of evolutionary
theoryo (The
this benchmark
does not mandate the teaching or testing
of intelligent design.)''

BookoftheMonth

Father and Child Reunion, Warren
Farrell, PhoD., Penguin/Putnam, 2001,
247 ppso $24.95
Every once in a while, a truly explosive book comes along, and Dr. Farrell's
book fills the bilL We always knew fathers were of paramount importance in
their children's lives, we just didn't realize how important
Farrell shatters our
common assumptions
about fatherhoodo He
cites studies that show,
for example, that children who grow up with
single fathers do better
psychologically, socially, and academically than those who grow up with single
motherso He demonstrates how the
courts, the media, and government often make an enemy of fathers and separate them from their childreno
Farrell describes the myriad ways divorced women keep their ex-husbands
from their children, usually to the great
detriment of alL "Practically speaking,"
he writes, "a woman who wants to keep
a dad from a child is currently a power
with no checks or balanceso"
While men must support their children financially, women are under no
similar obligation to "reimburse" a man
for the loss of his childreno Farrell suggests that an "Equal Family Opportunity Commission" be established to promote "balanced parenting," much like
the Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission promotes balanced employment "It is unconstitutional to deprive either parent of his or her child,"
he writes, but it is immoral to deprive a
child of either parent"
In chapter 10, titled "Playing the
'Abuse Card,' "Farrell relates true and
tragic stories ofhow children and families suffer when authorities remove children from their homes on the mere suspicion of abuse, or because an estranged
spouse makes unsubstantiated claimso
"When assumptions of guilt precede assumptions of innocence," he writes, and
thus action precedes due process, the
children are not put at risk, they are
guaranteed to be damaged!'
Despite the aura of suspicion cast by
feminists on virtually all men, Farrell reports that only L5 out of 1,000 childabuse investigations conducted in the
United States end up as substantiated
cases of sexual abuse by the natural
father. His research also shows that of
one million investigations of possible
child abuse each year by child-protection agencies, only 150,000 are substantiated enough to get to courto
Father and Child Reunion calls for
a rejoining of families, and of children
rejoining parents who love them
Contact Penguin/Putnam Inc., 375
Hudson St, New York, NY 10014,
www.penguinputnamocom
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by Linda Schrock Taylor

•• NoExit: The 'Black Hole' of SpecialEducation
given to "accountability," is the dearth of
professionals who actively attempt to get
students out of Special Education. Few
see any value in specifically structuring
special education programs towards 'repairing' and releasing children; few feel
any urge to commend an exiting child;
few see the importance of choosing curriculum and methods that would prevent
the need for such programs in the first
place,
My advice to parents of special needs
children is to become knowledgeable
about service models and what can be
accomplished through closure-oriented
instruction from a well-trained teacher.
Understand that
only a small perCb.:rm.ges in
centage
of
special eduAmerican children are really cation en.rolldisabled -truly
ment/enb.'a.pdeaf,
blind,
m.ent lri.Il
physically imnewer come
paired, etc. The
from
th.e top,
majority of those
because a
enrolled in special education
centralized
classes should
governm.ent
only remain in
needs us to
special placement for a lim- be dependent
on the state
ited time - just
long enough for
in as many
problems to be
ways a.scan
corrected
and
be invented.
delays remedied,
I have a sign
on my classroom door that reads, "This
is a Stepping Stone, Not a Resting Place."
If, after testing and observation, it appears that a child's problems have been
externally caused rather than being an aspect of his physical make-up, I tell the
student that he probably has nothing
"wrong" with him and that good gains
can be expected. We have a joke in my
classroom, that most labels should probably read "TD" (Teaching-Disabled). I
honestly believe that if most of these students had been taught to read in l st and
tion , .. " For 20 years, homeschooling I 2nd grades, and had been taught a knowlparents in California have complied with
compulsory education laws by establishColl.ege programs to aid minorities
ing private schools in their homes,
produce racial segregation. Ironically,
during the turmoil over former Senate
Teen girls in Arizona demand more
modest do thing from retaile:rso Weary Minority Leader Trent Lott's remark that
seemed to endorse segregation , the New
of finding nothing but tight hip-hugger
jeans and bare-midriff tops at the mall, York Civil Rights Coalition released a
18-year-old Amanda Smith and her friends study documenting that race-based campus programs aimed at assisting minority
collected 1,500 signatures petitioning
Dillard's department store in students are actually "a form of racism,
Mesa to stock more modest and are leading to segregation at many
fashions.
Dillard's
re- universities nationwide." The Washingsponded by having fashion ton Times reported (12-16-02) that the
designer Jody Berman rede- Coalition's survey of 50 public and prisign some popular styles to vate colleges and universities found that
C/
be less revealing, and the "ethnicity-themed dorms, multi-cultural
new clothing will soon be on its way to offices and centers, minority-specific orithe store. Berman called the modest fash- entation programs, and courses and deion seekers "a fabulous untapped market," partments with a politically correct slant
and Dillard's has invited Miss Smith and are 'apartheid policies' that do nothing
more than encourage separatist thinking
her friends to act as fashion consultants.

course they knew- they always receive
invitations.)
When I was ready to release yet anecent news articles have discussed
other student - a 10th grader who now
the possibility that two black holes
might collide in a few million years. Al- reads at a 12.5 grade level - the director
though an interesting concept, this po- removed the student from my case-load
tential danger pales in the face of a real and enrolled him in a math class with mentally impaired students, even though this
"black hole," that of special education.
young man was in pre-algebra last year,
Every year, thousands of our children
and looking forward to algedisappear into the vagueness of
bra this year.
special placements, never to be
His mandatory re-evalureleased from the labels and
ation meeting was held withstigma; never to escape and again
out me, without the educabe seen as "normal."
Many
tional consultant, and instead
teachers must notice this engulfwith a general education
ing, this entrapment, of our chilteacher who had only known
dren; some teachers must surely
the boy for a couple weeks.
strive to defeat this grave and
senseless closure on potential; but
Linda&hrockTaylor All might have been lost, but
I not only teach my students
the problem is rarely mentioned
to read, I teach them to believe in themor discussed.
selves and to advocate for themselves,
A few months ago, the superintendent
This young man asked his mother to
of our district stopped to ask how things
were going. I said that it had been a good refuse to sign the paperwork, and to deyear, that I had just released three stu- mand a new meeting, to which I would
dents from special education - a 7 th be invited. The new meeting was held,
but we won only part of the battle.
grader, a 9th grader, and an 11th grader,
This student is back on my caseload
and hoped to release more in the fall. His
so I can supervise his progress, and I am
surprise and shock were clearly evident.
allowed to teach him algebra, on an IndeMr. S. said, "Linda, these things never
pendent Study basis. However, even
happen! Well almost never! I recently
asked a fellow superintendent if he ever though this intelligent young man is no
longer enrolled in any special education
heard of any kids getting out of special
education, and he said it is very, very rare classes, he is still labeled "Leaming Disabled," despite evidence to the contrary,
for that to happen." (This is an accurate
and remains on the headcount for educaassessment.)
Mr. S. expressed regret that he had tional and Medicaid funding.
not known about my three students, and
So, do not underestimate the power
of
this
black hole and of the federal monsaid that he would have attended each exit
meeting to shake the child's hand and ies - education and Medicaid - creatcommend them for such hard work. I ing and sustaining the energy force that
entraps and holds these children. Do noacknowledged his compassion, but noted
that neither my building principal nor the tice how few honest steps are taken to
director of special education saw the im- bring about real reform - reform that
portance of attending any meetings to would effectively educate American chilcongratulate these children, who had
dren in general and special education students in particular.
earned their way out of special placeThe most shocking and inexcusable
ments and labels. "They knew of the
meetings?" my superintendent asked. (Of aspect of this pretense, the lip-service,
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Brief S (Continued from page 2)
ing each day, including two minutes of
commercials. Over the years, many parents and teachers had objected to the requirement that school children watch the
commercials. The Metro district is replacing Channel One's television monitors
with new 27-inch monitors so that teachers can show educational videos without
the advertising.
The San Diego County Board of Education backed down from its threats
to homeschoolerso After charging area
homeschooling parents last August with
operating illegally unless credentialed by
the state, the board reversed itself in October, declaring that "Contrary to our prior
advice, the County Board of Education
strongly recommends that home school
parents file a private school affidavit with
the California Department of Educa-

edge-based curriculum, they would never
have been labeled and ended up in a special class.
Changes in special education enrollment/entrapment will never come from
the top, because a centralized government
needs us to be dependent on the State in
as many ways as can be invented, encouraged, legislated, and forced.
Change might begin, though, when
parents arrive at IEPC meetings prepared
to ask tough questions, demand date-specific, written plans, and hold districts accountable for effective remediation and
release. Here are some of the questions
that need to be asked: "What exactly will
be done to remediate my child's weakness?" "What are the skills and success
record of the teacher who will be in charge
ofmy child's remediation?" "Which measurable instruments of assessment will be
used?" "Please be sure to provide me
with base-line and subsequent scores, in
terminology that I can understand, preferably giving age or grade level equivalencies."
More questions: "When do you expect to complete the remediation, remove
the label from my child, and remove my
child from special education placement?"
Change will also begin when schools
teach reading within appropriate time
frames, using successful methods rather
than progressive fads. Change wili begin
when all children enter 3 rd grade - at the
very latest - literate and prepared to use
reading to learn, rather than to still be
learning to read, Change will begin when
everyone - parents and educators - reduce the number of students who come
to the attention of those who stand to gain
by increased enrollment in special education. With any luck, the subsequent loss
of monies will slow the spin and weaken
the strength of this most dangerous and
engulfing black hole known as "Special
Education."
Linda Schrock Taylor resides in northernlower Michigan, where she is a special education teacher,free-lance writer and owner
of "The Learning Clinic. " She specializes
in teaching basic reading and math skills.

among minority students." The survey
report, "The Stigma of Inclusion: Racial
Paternalism/Separatism in Higher Education," found special administrative positions and offices which encourage separatist organizations, separate events and
programs organized for minority students,
remedial services geared toward them, and
special-interest housing for minorities.
Public schools nationwide are becoming 'no-Christmas zones.' According
to the Washington Times (12-20-02), the
word Christmas is banned in some classrooms, and teachers are limiting decorations to generic holiday messages. Some
New York City schools banned Nativity
scenes but allowed Jewish menorahs and
the Islamic star and crescent. At least
one lawsuit has been filed.
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Timber-r-r-r! Logging Foundation Topples Scholarship Program
PHILOMATH, OR- For more than
40 years, the Clemens Foundation has
offered college scholarships to graduating seniors of Philomath High School. But
anti-logging sentiments and other manifestations of radical environmentalism and
political correctness have invaded the
school, causing foundation board chief
Steve Lowther to drastically alter the
scholarship program. If Lowther and
the board stick to their decision,
Philomath High School students will no
longer be eligible for the scholarships,
and other students will be able to apply.
Lowther is the nephew of former lumber baron Rex Clemens, who founded the
small private charity in 1959 to help educate the offspring of timber industry work-

Cross Dressing

ers. Most Philomath residents now work
at white collar jobs in neighboring
Corvallis, and many oppose logging.
Philomath has just one sawmill compared
to six in Rex Clemens' day.
"I really believe with all
my heart that if Rex knew
what was going on today,
he would put his money
somewhere else," Lowther
told the Associated Press
last fall when he announced
the scholarship
cuts.
Lowther asserted that some teachers and
administrators use their positions to promote radical politics in the classroom. He
and other board members also object to
the immodest dress and body piercing

(Continuedfrompage]J, ____
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how or if they want to address these issues with their own children."
While several legal experts interviewed
by the Post claim the parental rights issue
is murky, constitutional expert and attorney Thor Hearne says school districts
could probably set policies for dress and
behavior of chaperones. "If done right,"
he said, "I would certainly believe the
school board is acting within [its] constitutional authority to create some limitations on inappropriate dress or behavior
on a field trip."
NEA Influence
Lisa Naeger says she has asked the
school district to set a specific dress code
for volunteers, hut so far it has fallen on
deaf ears. She reports that "there is a
strong NEA influence" on the teachers
and administrators in the Francis Howell
School District, and that policies and curricula reflect official NEA positions on a
variety of topics including "tolerance."
Mrs. Naeger relates that the principal
ofCastlio wasn't even notified about the
cross-dressing father's presence on the
field trip and that "the teachers just went
along with it." The school board did not
learn of the incident until Mrs. McMichael
complained at the November meeting.

Naeger adds that five of the seven board
members were endorsed by the NEA
when they ran for office and that these
members agree with the teachers about
the cross-dressing incident. "But," she
adds, there are a couple ofus who aren't
putting a rubber stamp on it."
Mrs. Naeger and the concerned parents wonder whether this incident is part
of a larger agenda to expand "tolerance"
in the classroom and in the community.
The father's identity has not been made
public and, although school administrators and a parent who was heavily quoted
in the press insist that he has been active
at the school for eight years without incident, other parents say they had no knowledge of him despite the fact that they've
also been active at the school. One parent observed that "all of a sudden, we're
told he's been wearing women's clothing
to school functions for years and that no
one has had a problem with it."
Across the country, policies have been
implemented in schools to promote "tolerance" and "respect" for every conceivable lifestyle preference, ostensibly to
combat violence, name-calling, and
"hate." In West Virginia, parents have
been up in arms since last fall about a new

Geography--

the 56-question National Geographic survey. Sweden scored the highest, followed
by Germany and Italy. No country received an "A," and the U.S. earned a "D."
This is not the first time American students have scored poorly in geography.
The 2001 National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) geography
scores released last June showed no statistically significant improvement for 4 th ,
8th or 12th graders since the last test in 1994.
In 2001, 79% of 4th-graders performed below the proficient level on the NAEP, up
from 78% in 1994; 70% of 8th-graders
performed below the proficient level compared to 72% in 1994, and 76% of 12th graders performed below the proficient
level in 2001 compared to 73% in 1994.
The 2001 NAEP results found that one
in three 4th-graders could not pick out their
own states on a U.S. map. Nearly one
third of 8th-graders and nearly 40% of 4 th graders did not know that the Pacific
Ocean is the world's largest.

from high school knowing "everything
about pollution but nothing about rivers
or mountains."
The Canterbury study reported that
84% of the teachers interviewed agreed
that there is a greater emphasis on attitudes
today than in the past. Some admitted that
they engage in a selective presentation of
issues, such as teaching their students that
humans in developed countries must cut
consumption rates and lower their fertility
rates. Education expert and Eagle Forum
President Phyllis Schlafly points out:
"This sort of bias leads pupils to believe
that humans are here to serve the environment, not vice versa."
Mrs. Schlafly stated that "green geography assumes there is a correct attitude toward environmental problems. Unfortunately, the textbooks don't offer any
contrary views."
Young people in nine countries took
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now popular among many students, and
to the school's gay/lesbian club.
"We are not going to use timber dollars to send the professors' kids, the physicians' kids, the teachers' kids to
school, because they are the ones helping to shut down the timber industry
with donations to Greenpeace,"
Lowther stated. "They support those
people who are killing us."
Lowther plans to use the foundation's money to help homeschoolers,
Christian school students, and students
from timber, agriculture, mining, and
ranching backgrounds, which was the
original intent of the Clemens family.
While the foundation's decision to

topple the scholarship program has
caused an uproar in the small Oregon community, pro-family activists applaud the
board's courage. Last October, the Virginia-based Public Advocate of the United
States gave Clemens its Family Advocate
of the Month Award.
"Public Advocate recognizes the
foundation's courage in sticking to its convictions as an example others across
America would be wise to follow," said
Eugene Delgaudio, Public Advocate's executive director. "Clemens' leaders know
that although they cannot singlehandedly stop the corruption of our youth that
occurs so often in today's classrooms, it
doesn't mean they have to reward it."

anti-bullying program called "The Civil
Rights Team Project," organized by the
state attorney general's office.
Spokesmen for the West Virginia Family Foundation told ABCNews.com that
the program is not needed because the
state legislature has passed anti-bullying
measures, and that the state school board
has adopted policies to protect all students from bullying and harassment. The
Foundation asserts that the project, which
has been put on hold pending a review by
the state school board, is not really designed to prevent bullying but "to promote homosexuality by portraying it as
an acceptable lifestyle" and to "perhaps
add momentum to a movement giving
gays and lesbians special status as a protected class under state hate-crime laws."
Pennsylvania's 'Gender-Identity' Law
Last month, Governor-elect Mark
Schweiker signed new hate-crimes legislation in his state that includes the words
"gender identity," making Pennsylvania
the fifth state in the country to do so.
Concerned citizens wonder if this will open
the door to demands by men who dress
as women to use women's restrooms and
showers in the workplace.
The American Family Association
(AF A) ofNorthwestem Pennsylvania expressed outrage at the Governor's action
in a Dec. 3 press release. "This is plainly
a homosexual special rights law," stated
association president Diane Gramley.
"[It] was drafted by the Center for Lesbian and Gay Civil Rights and has been
pushed by gay organizations."

The AF A contends that "even openly
gay Congressman Barney Frank" has opposed including "gender identity" in hate
crimes legislation. "There are workplace
situations," Frank is quoted as saying, "communal showers, for example - when
the demands of the trans gender community fly in the face of conventional norms
and therefore would not pass in any Congress. I've talked with transgender activists and what they want - and what
we will be forced to defend - is for
people with penises who identify as
women to be able to shower with other
women. There are no votes for that ... "
While the ACLU of Eastern Missouri
and at least one gay rights group has
weighed in on the Francis Howell flap, both
in support of the cross-dressing parent,
no one is suggesting that school administrators, teachers or parents envision anything so sweeping as Pennsylvania's new
law. But the specter of ever more liberal
policies and legislation in the name of"tolerance" continues to be raised nationwide.
Parents like Lisa Naeger and Vickie
McMichael agree that the crux of the
matter is parental rights. They ask some
pointed questions: "Have we no longer the
right to decide how to raise our own children?" "Have special interests like the NEA
become so powerful that they can control
how and when we teach our children about
character issues that were once considered a parental right and responsibility?"
As Mrs. Naeger asserts, "It will never benefit children to take these decision-making
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rights away from parents."
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